
Dear Bill, 	 6/17/94 

I kept this hour gfee for one of he two only talk shows that earroll & Graf 

arranged for me for Coase Open and the stations did not call. The other one was in 

Engene Oregon and that one did call. This one was the Pacifica station in Washington. 

Rather radical black-orcinted as of my last informationi iibout it. 

It is pretty clear that Gallen is not going to publishe NEVER AGAIN!  in September. 

T. do that he'd have to have review copies available next month and there is no indication 

of anything at all being; done to prepare the book. That is why I wrote him as I did. It 

makes a clear record. When my asking him angered him, or at least so he said, he still 

did not respond. And hi. reason for his anger as he game it is not true, as I tried 

to make clear in making what I hope is a altar record. But a reason for complaint, and 

asked for correction, and that is not a complaint, is that the computers still direct 

the book stores away from-me for Whitesh, which reksed to have reprinted. The book Whiten 
 

was never one to justify "The Complete Whitewash" title, and that was what I did not 

describe it as, attempted robbery. I suspect he is put out about that but that was just 

plain dishonest. And I did correct it before then sent me proofs to read.Well before 

then, And because they did nothing then they had to Ange.the title at the top of 
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every other page. Just the analuncement, which was.kept secret from me, aside from the 

lo6-76s in sale, and that means to me denying people who wn ed that informadion access 

to it, it meant I have to write many lottery correcting it. I hope you can get that 
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book store to correct its computer. That kind of thing ought never happen and what it 

required was burdensome for Lil and me and insofar as it remains in the computer hurts 

us and that I've been trying to do. I see that was a Chicago bookstore but perhaps when 

you are there again you can get them to correct their computer listing. You also say it 

was in your recollection "one of the proposed titles." Not so! Never ageed to. They have 

consulted me on nothing except sending me proofs and then they did not use the corrections 

in Case Open. 

Surprised that Pe.ple did an entire issue on Jackie. Glad to have it for file.Thanks.  

And I'd like tosee what Dershowitz says about Pollard, who got the worst of all sentences, 

and thy:. artiye on iforth. 

Beautiful 8Pbroidery work! And no matter how normal it is, it is not possible to 

adjust to the partisanship and dishonesty of the papers in their\views. 	the malts 

in Vethe4Till and will not publish. I've bat yet heard from the NYReview and I did 

write and ask about 2 weeks ago. But I do continue to hear that people like Case Open 

and almost all the letters thank me for doing it. None today for the first time I can 

remember. lour experience with the Courier-Journal is what I've been living with for 

30 years. 

Our thanks . dnd best to you both, 

Those are great Lincoln stories. I suppose you sent a copy to Wrone, who might be able 

to .ailse some. 	- 


